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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY ANANTAPUR  
MCA II Year II semester  

L   T   P    C  
          4    0   0     4 

 (17F00408) SCRIPTING LANGUAGES 
Elective-II 

 
 

Course Objectives: 
The primary objective of the course is to learn web programming by designing and 
developing a web based project and also learn basic User Interface Principles.  

 
Course Outcomes: 
At the end of the course, the student should be able to: 

• Ability to build interactive, data-driven sites and solve real time problems using PHP 
• Ability to create dynamic web pages using the PHP scripting language and MySQL 

database. 
• Understand the concepts of object-oriented programming as used in Python: classes, 

subclasses, inheritance, and overriding. Understand the basics of OO design. 
Unit-1 
Essential PHP: Enter PHP, Getting PHP, Creating your Development Environment, Creating 
and running first PHP page, Mixing HTML and PHP, Printing some Text, Using PHP “here” 
documents, command-line PHP, comments, variables, storing data, Interpolating Strings, 
creating variables and constants and data types. 
Operators and flow controls: PHP’s Math Operators, working with the assignment 
operator, Increment and decrement values, String operators, Bitwise, Execution operator, 
Operator precedence, If statement, comparison operator, logical operators, else, elif, ternary, 
switch, for, while, do-while loops, foreach, terminating, skipping iterations. 
Strings and Arrays: String Functions, Converting to and from Strings, Formatting Text 
Strings, Arrays, Array PHP Functions, Sorting Arrays, handling Multi dimensional arrays, 
splitting and merging arrays. 
 
Unit-2 
Creating Functions: Creating in Functions in PHP, Passing Functions some data, Passing 
Arrays to functions, Passing by reference, default arguments, returning data from functions, 
returning arrays and lists, variable scope in php, accessing global data, static variables, 
conditional functions, nesting functions, creating include files, returning errors  from 
functions. 
Reading data in web Pages: Setting up web pages to communicate with PHP, Handling of 
Text fields, Text areas, Check boxes, Radio buttons, List boxes, Password controls, Hidden 
controls, Image Maps, File Uploads, buttons. 
PHP browser Handling Power: Using PHP’s Server Variables, HTTP Headers, User’s 
browser type, Redirecting browsers with HTTP Headers, Dumping a form’s data all at once, 
Handling form data with custom arrays, putting all it into the page, performing data 
validation, checking entered data, requiring numbers and text, Persisting user data, client side 
data validation, handling html tags in user input. 
 
Unit-3 
Object Oriented Programming: Creation of class and Objects, setting access to Properties 
and methods, Using constructors to Initialize Objects, using Destructors to clean up after 
objects, Inheritance, Method Overriding, overloading, autoloading classes . 
Advanced Object Oriented Programming: Creating Static Methods, static members and 
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Inheritance, abstract classes, interfaces, Supporting Object Iteration, Comparing Objects, 
creating class constants, final key word, cloning objects. 
Working with Database: what is database?, Essential sql, creating MySql database, creating 
table, Accessing the database in php, Updating, Inserting, deleting, sorting data. 
Sessions, Cookies, and FTP: Setting cookie and reading cookie, setting cookie expiration, 
deleting cookies, Working with FTP, Downloading and Uploading and deleting files with 
FTP, creating and removing directories with FTP, Sending E-mail, sending advanced email, 
adding attachments to the email, sorting data. 
 
Unit-4 
Introduction to PYHON: Getting Started with Python Programming, Detecting and 
correcting Syntax errors. 
Software Development, data types, and Expressions: Software Development Process, case 
study: Income tax calculator, Strings, Assignments, and comments, Numeric data types and 
character sets, Expressions, Using functions and modules, Control statements. 
Design with Functions: Functions as abstraction Mechanism, Problem solving with top-
down design, recursive function, File system, Managing a program’s namespace, Higher 
Order Functions. 
 
Unit-5 
String and Text Files: Accessing characters and substrings in strings, data encryption, 
strings and number Systems, String Methods, Text Files, Case Study : Text Analysis. 
List and Dictionaries: List, Defining simple Functions, case study: generating sentences, 
dictionaries, case study: nondirective psychology. 
Design with classes: Getting inside objects and classes, case study: Playing the game of 
craps, data modelling examples, Structuring classes with Inheritance and Polymorphism. 
 
 
Text Books: 
1. The Complete Reference PHP by Steven Holzner, M H HILL Education, Indian Edition, 
2008. 
2. Fundamentals of PYTHON By Kenneth A. and Lambert and B.L Juneja, Cengage 
Learning, 2012.   
 
 
Reference Books: 
1. Core Python application and programming by Wesley J.Chun, Pearson, 3rd edition. 
2. Introduction to computing and programming in python by Mark. J. Guzdial and  
    Barbara Ericson, Pearson, 4th edition. 
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